Homemade Facemasks Materials:

1. Sewing machine or needles and thread for hand sewing
2. Iron
3. Scissors
4. Rotary blade
5. Ruler
6. Pins
7. Fabric marker
8. 100% cotton heavyweight t-shirt, about 10” x 12”
9. Two pieces of 100% cotton or cotton blend closely and tightly woven fabric, like that on a hypoallergenic pillowcase, about 10” x 12”
10. ¼” – 3/8” wide ribbons or ties, at least 72” to make four 18” ties.
11. Thread
12. A filter, if using a filter (see filter analysis)
13. 20-22 gauge wire or floral wire, 4 “ long

Reference: [https://jennifermaker.com/face-mask-patterns-cricut/#materials_to_make_diy_face_masks_with_a_filter_pocket,_adjustable_ties,_and_nose_guard](https://jennifermaker.com/face-mask-patterns-cricut/#materials_to_make_diy_face_masks_with_a_filter_pocket,_adjustable_ties,_and_nose_guard)
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